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Table 1: How will (or can) information and communication technologies change the way we think 
about the internationalization of teaching and learning? 

 
 
CURRENT POSSIBILITIES 
Fully online coursework: 
Opportunities 
- learn from faculty all over the world as well as international student body  
- broad range of experience and different types of curriculum 
- In classroom only a few students can speak, but virtual space, everyone can participate and you can 
read through all participants’ input 
- Make it more accessible for people, so that people can participate from home, night or day 
 
Challenges 
- Some countries have filtered internet, so a luxury to have access to internet 
- Canadian government considering visa restrictions related to students taking fully-online coursework. 
- Acknowledge that some of our students, esp. refugee students, need different skills re technology. 
 
MOOCs 
Huge thing for people from less developed countries 
 
International Interaction versus Study Abroad 
- Through information technology can provide framework for students who can’t have study abroad 
experience because of financial reasons, family responsibilities, working, etc.  
- Can interact with students and profs from around the world 
 
Challenges of Technology 
- Travelling outside the country doesn’t ensure internationalization, same thing with online learning, 
some of the best experiential learning is facilitated 
- Not an automatic 
 
International Collaborations 
- International-focused assignments allows ability for partnerships between universities and classes.  
 
VIDEO 
- orientations with video and online parts 
 
FUTURE 
Will virtual reality allow us to understand interaction and sensory experiences that are missing now. 
 
Allow faculty to teach without being on campus. 
 
Collaborate re resources, i.e. library resources 
 
Create human aspects when it seems cold and impersonal 
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Table 2: How will (or can) information and communication technologies change the way we think 
about the internationalization of teaching and learning? 

 
1. Internationalization without air travel  
 
2. Eg the Dadaab experience. 
a. Supervising teaching in Dadaab remotely  
b. There are technical barriers but it's not "new" technology that's needed but how to ensure reliability 
of existing technology.  
c. A technical link is a "mission critical" link - it breaks  
 
3. Cost of depending on technology -  
a. Cost of building the plan B for any mission critical steps 
b. Eg paper exams or paper worksheets or CD-based  
 
4. Institution needs to help UBC groups learn from each other.  
a. Eg Science needs to know what Education is learning about doing online teaching well.  
 
5. Building student skills 
a. Challenge of instructors managing "international" resources that they cannot vet reliably. But 
scaffolding and incorporating justification steps can build student skills that can be "trusted" later on.  
b. Online allows flexibility for reading at time to do a task. 
 
6. Education technology ecosystem 
 
7. Technology based community of practice; learning community  
a. Virtual campus - what might it look like? 
b.  
 
8. Technology may be the challenge but using it needs being worked out 
 
9. Ideas:  
a. Duplicate a field practice or exercise in a different setting 
b. Or - not duplicate but expand so students in different ecosystems are solving similar problems 
together. 
 
10. Technology can enable student mobility who can or must move on before finishing. 
 
11. Synchronous versus asynchronous settings - means flexible options but each requires different 
management.  
a. Both can be enabling.  
 
12. Challenge 
a. Privacy, publicity, cultural differences.  
b. Explicit support early in a course to support student awareness?  
Does technology facilitate the two-way conversation between teachers and instructors? 
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Table 3&4: How can UBC integrate globalism without losing its national/regional/local character as 
an institution? 

 

- Many international students prefer other countries: USA, UK, Germany Australia etc. 
- Can be difficult to “sell” Canada, but there is a focus on the unique advantages of Canada  
- Potential loss of the unique “Canadian” flavour that is offered by our educational institutions 
- Point was brought up that Canadian identity is one of the strengths, in that there isn’t one specific 
identity, tends towards multi-cultural, more welcoming (larger urban centres) than some of the other 
major regions that have large populations of international students (UK given as example) 
- Concerns about the potential lack of knowledge of international students of the national histories of 
Canada and what makes Canada unique  
- Do Canadians even know their own histories?  
- Domestic and International students integrating at an earlier point in their university careers – 
orientation programs 
- Getting to know the local students from the region of the university first, rather than only other 
students who are out of province (domestic) or who are from other countries 
 
- Short – term international exchange students, not able to access some of the programs that other 
incoming international students are able to (Jumpstart) 
- Languages and the learning of languages is an important aspect of potentially further integrating 
globalism, but does not necessarily have to threaten the local character 
- We are all guests here, with the exception the peoples whose lands our institutions occupy at our 
respective campuses 
- Localization of the histories of the regions that the institutions are located in 
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Table 5: What ethical challenges is UBC likely to face in pursuit of its internationalization goals? 
How can we address them? 

 
 
Challenges: 
-Sustainability of endeavors and what the long term effects are.  
-Ethics of abandonment - challenges of programs being tied to funding that is constantly changing. 
-knowing what the lasting legacy of UBC's involvement is. Is it good or bad and for whom?   
-benefits of efforts are often attributed to UBC along rather than concern for the impacts of 
communities 
-tokenization of minority groups rather than a change of thinking 
-we may be encouraging brain drain as opposed to building capacity 
-conflicting aims of education - aim of educating for careers vs aims of changing society 
-tensions between international and domestic students 
-commodification of becoming internationalized 
-just because you've gone abroad doesn't mean that you are becoming a global citizen 
-faculty members receive rewards based on their research impact which can cause ethical dilemmas 
-other international implications include how the university is investing their money 
 
Suggestions: 
-Have an ethical review process for all of the engagement opportunities - perhaps similar to the 
research ethics board 
-Make sure that key performance measures are clear and are being evaluated 
-Our goal should be to do projects that build capacity so that UBC does not need to lead there any 
more - for example partnering with local institutions 
-Being sure that we are being inviting in to do projects and that we are valuing local knowledges and 
skills 
-Really make clear what the overall purpose is for each program. 
-Reciprocity of benefits should be clearly reviewed. 
-move beyond perceived understandings of what a "peer university" is and have a broader partnership 
base to avoid narrowing  
-need to move away from a "helping narrative" to co-creating 
-need to balance need for power to influence change and abusing that power. 
-ensure that there is a safe place for candid conversations about internationalization goals - eg. being 
frank about the market imperative of having international students 
-training for campus community for facilitating international conversations 
-make more of an effort to integrate international and domestic students - having international 
students here doesn't automatically mean that everyone will become global citizens. 
-find ways to reward faculty for ethical international engagement 
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Table 6: What ethical challenges is UBC likely to face in pursuit of its internationalization goals? 
How can we address them? 

 
What Ethical Challenges is UBC likely to face in pursuit of its internationalization goals? 
-Brain drain - what is it UBC seeks, is it the best and the brightest from around the world?  And what 
does that mean to those places? 
-The landscape of the world is changing, and it's not always possible for students who come to UBC to 
remain after they graduate?  And if so, are they prepared? 
 
-Also the issue of the Economics of international students (the money they bring into the university).  
-Trying to imagine what it would be like if internationalization didn't come with increased costs for the 
international students (if there weren't higher fees for international students). 
-One student panelist claimed that because of the high price tag we are only getting the international 
elites. She claimed we aren't getting any socioeconomic diversity 
-International student tuition allows us to increase student services for all students, but does that 
increase inequality within Canada (among Canadian universities). 
-The Canadian Government has said that the greatest source of immigration in coming years will be 
through international students. 
-Canadian universities used to look at international students as a cash windfall, and now it's being built 
into the budget.  Nowadays there is more support for those students.  Clearly international students 
provide a financial benefit to the institution, but a complicated dynamic. 
-Student group member spoke of her experience speaking with international students back east, and 
her sense is that at UBC international students are taken better care of. 
-In Faculty of Education, they talk a lot about ethical recruitment; the budget hasn't changed for 
international students in the past 15 years, but the number of international students has increased 
significantly.  Professional course-based programs are not eligible for much funding and that's not 
advertised in the websites. 
 
- What supports are provided to international students to justify the increased cost? 
 
- curious about how UBC markets itself as a university to international students. 
 
-English as language of communication in the classroom.  We all look for some language of 
communication, and it does create complication. 
 
-Faculty can complain about commodification - Canadian faculty are among the highest paid in the 
world.  Where is the money going to come from to keep them here? 
 
-Mobility - How do we set standards for ethical engagement in less privileged communities, vulnerable 
populations (scholarly tourism)?  Also the ethics of what kinds of students can have these kinds of 
opportunities?  Will it be based on their socio-economic status?  We discuss a lot at Go Global.   How 
can we address these challenges?  Just talking about it is one part.   
 
-Does the university have a responsibility towards global equity? 
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Table 7&8: Should UBC seek to increase the international diversity of its students, faculty, and 
staff? If so, why and how? 

 
>>>> WE FEEL WE NEED TO INCREASE Diversity 
It can take different support, understanding, and curriculum  
What does Int. Diversity Mean? 
• Faculty Cultural Intelligence to various cultures in the classroom. 
• How to bridge North AM Culture with students when we may or may know the culture 
• Many conversations in a classroom could be offensive or offend a student / staff / faculty 
Question of Diversity? 
o Interested students can afford / how many?  at what cost? …  
o What does it mean to have a dominant culture or is it by merit 
o Economic  
 
Why: 
 For the benefit of the student experience 
 
How / Challenges / Benefit: 
• Value can be learned by diversity in the class without leaving the country 
• Attract from other school (local indigenous school ) 
• Recruitment strategy about who is targeted and to increase the cohort from a country, not 
necessarily the international school, but also the local schools. 
• Faculty should be more diverse to relate to the student / staff populations. 
• Do we prepare then Int students for the health of the student? How to get help? 
 
Writing 
• Local admission questions due to # of Int Admissions 
• How do you create a diverse staff? Culture understanding in counselling, career, advising, etc. 
• Do we introduce 1st year/ 2nd year curriculum to ease / support transition? Vantage model. 
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Table 9: What is your vision of UBC as a global university in 2020? 

 
Lifelong learning - Alumni can be part of that 
Learning and Teaching - graduates come back to teach to existing students 
Increase the diversity of the traditional learners 
Stop making that distinction between international and local students.  
Integration in the community 
Increase the influence of global in the teaching and learning, research and community engagement 
Curriculum is the game changer - faculty that is globally engaged 
Faculty should be more globally open that can model this intercultural competency 
Global education to nourish the civil citizens for the future world  
How do we extend that to all the people in the institutions? not just students but also faculty and staff 
  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


